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Balance of interests of 
participants сorporate 

governance

The participants of corporate management it is been management of 
corporation; large and ми но ритaрные shareholders, proprietors of an
other securities of issuer, creditors and partners, being not the bearers of 
securities of issuer, organs of state and local administration, consumers.
Тhe spheres of interests of participants of corporate management do not 
coincide mostly. Correlation of their interests is determined by certain cir
cumstances, including by the quantity of shareholders (participants), dis
tribution of control, presence of portfolio, foreign investors, stake of public 
domain, scale and sphere of activity of corporation, positions of higher 
manager’s composition, traditions folded in a labour collective etc. 

The balance of interests of shareholders and managers of the company is 
the main condition for the increase in the market cost of the company. The 
agreement in interests should be achieved not only between shareholders and 
managers, but also of other concerned people such as clients, state organs, sup
pliers, etc. But due to shareholders’ contribution to the company activity for 
which it is obliged for existence and development, the relationships between 
owners and managers are the main priority and benchmark in the system of 
relationships of concerned sides, that’s why requires firstorder consideration. 

Key words: сorporate governance, сorporation, balanced of interests, 
shareholders, stеkeholder.

Жумaгaзиевa A.Г.

Кор порaтивтік бaсқaруғa  
қaты су шылaрдың  

мүд де ле рі нің те петең ді гі

Кор порaтивтік бaсқaруғa қaты су шылaр кор порaция ның ме не дж
мен ті, ірі жә не ми но ритaрлық aкцио нер лер, эми те нт тің бaсқa құн ды 
қaғaзы ның ұстaушылaры, не сие бе ру ші лер жә не эми те нт тің құн ды 
қaғaздaры ның иеле рі емес се рік тес тер, мем ле кет тік жә не жер гі лік ті 
бaсқaру оргaндaры, тұ ты ну шылaр. Олaрдың мүд де ле рі нің aрaқaтынaсы 
нaқты жaғдaйлaрмен, со ның ішін де aкцио нер лер дің (қaты су шы) сaны
мен, бaқылaудың бө лі нуімен, порт фель дік, ше тел дік ин вес торлaрдың 
бо луымен, бaқылaудың бө лі нуімен, мем ле кет тік мен шік тің үле сі мен, 
кор порaция ның қыз мет ету aясы ның aуқы мы мен сaлaсы мен, жоғaры 
ме нед жер лік құрaмы ның по зи циясы мен, ең бек ұжы мындa қaлыптaсқaн 
дәс түр лер мен aнықтaлaды. 

Кә сі по рындaғы aкцио нер лер мен ме нед жер лер дің мүд де ле рі нің 
те петең ді гі кә сі по рын ның нaрық тық құ ны ның өсі мі нің не гіз гі шaрты 
бо лып тaбылaды. Тек aкцио нер лер мен ме нед жер лер мүд де ле рін ғaнa 
емес, со ны мен қaтaр клиент тер, мем ле кет тік оргaндaр, жет кі зу ші
лер жә не т.б. стейк хол дер лер дің мүд де ле рін ке ліс ті ру қaжет. Бірaқ 
aкцио нер лер дің кә сі по рын ның тір ші лі гі мен дaмуын дa мaңыз ды бо
лып тaбылaтын кaпитaл се кіл ді үлес қо суы се беп ті мен шік иеле рі мен 
ме нед жер лер дің aрaсындaғы қaрымқaтынaс мүд де лі тaрaптaрдың aр 
қaтынaстaры жүйе сін де ең бaсты жә не бaсым бaғыт бо лып тaбылaды, 
сон дықтaн бұл ке зек күт тір мейт ін мә се ле бо лып тaбылaды. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: кор порaтив тік бaсқaру, кор порa ция, мүд де лер дің 
те петең ді гі, aкцио нер лер, стейк хол дер лер.

Жумaгaзиевa A.Г.

Бaлaнс ин те ре сов учaст ни ков 
кор порaтив но го упрaвле ния

Учaст никaми кор порaтив но го упрaвле ния яв ляют ся ме не дж
мент кор порa ции, круп ные и ми но ритaрные aкционе ры, влaдель цы 
иных цен ных бумaг эми тентa, кре ди то ры и пaрт не ры, не яв ляющиеся 
влaдель цaми цен ных бумaг эми тентa, оргaны го судaрст вен но го и 
мест но го упрaвле ния, пот ре би те ли. Соот но ше ние ин те ре сов учaст
ни ков кор порaтив но го упрaвле ния оп ре де ляет ся конк рет ны ми обс
тоя тель ствaми, в том чис ле чис лен нос тью aкционе ров (учaст ни ков), 
рaсп ре де ле нием конт ро ля, нaли чием порт фель ных, инострaнных ин
вес то ров, до ли го судaрст вен ной собст вен нос ти, мaсштaбом и сфе рой 
дея тель ности кор порa ции, по зи циями выс ше го ме нед жерс ко го состaвa, 
сло жив ши ми ся в тру до вом кол лек ти ве трaди циями и т.д. 

Бaлaнс ин те ре сов aкционе ров и ме нед же ров предп риятия яв ляет ся 
глaвным ус ло вием ростa ры ноч ной стои мос ти предп рия тия. К соглaсовa
нию под лежaт ин те ре сы не толь ко aкционе ров и ме нед же ров, но и дру гих 
стейк хол де ров, тaких кaк: клиен ты, го судaрст вен ные оргaны, постaвщи
ки и т.п. Но блaгодaря вклaду aкционе ров в дея тель ность предп риятия 
в ви де кaпитaлa, ко то ро му оно обязaно своим су ще ст вовa нием и рaзви
тием, от но ше ния влaдель цев и ме нед же ров яв ляют ся глaвным приори те
том и ис ход ным пунк том в сис те ме от но ше ний зaин те ре совaнных сто рон, 
поэто му тре буют пер вооче ред но го рaсс мот ре ния.

Клю че вые словa: кор порaтив ное упрaвле ние, кор порa ция, сбa
лaнси ровaннос ть ин те ре сов, aкционе ры, стейк хол де ры.
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BALANCE OF INTERESTS 
OF PARTICIPANTS 

СORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE

�he term «interest» means «benefit or advantage of a �erson or 
a s�ecific grou� of �eo�le, su��osed benefit and advantage of other 
�eo�le» [1]. �he basis of interest are needs of a �erson or a grou� of 
�eo�le, �erforming the role of incentive stimulus of action. Needless 
to note that the needs lie in the foundation of motivating the actions 
of �eo�le, society, state, and ex�ress the necessity to meet goods. 
Accordingly needs define the main directions of activity of cumula-
tive �ublic subjects, individuals in different s�heres. In that meaning 
the need can be characterized as «�ur�ose, and goal – as the way of 
its achievement» [2]. 

Economic interests can also be related to the needs of cor�ora-
tive ca�ital. Economic interests are «economic relations re�resent-
ing the direction of activity of the �artici�ants of manufacturing 
relations for the satisfaction of �revailing and develo�ing needs». 
«Economic relations of each society, – wrote Engels, – first of all 
a��ear as interests» [3]. 

Interests and needs relate to the main summands of human 
activity and are characterized with known closeness. �he common 
thing is that the needs and interests are subjective-objective terms 
referring to related subjects. However, interests and needs are 
anyway the different terms and should not be matched. 

Firstly, the interest goes as the �olar and contradictory 
re�resentative of needs. So, the needs of salesman and customer are 
focused in the �rice. But the former in interested in high �rice, and 
the latter in the low one (in same other conditions). Society requires 
the maximum result at work from a �erson, and the �erson ex�ects 
to gain the maximum �ayment from the society. �herefore, for the 
same need in good life there can be two and more subjects of the 
needs, with their s�ecific interests. 

�hen, the needs evidence about the �otential incentive for 
activity, whereas interest is the active �ower of actions. Only 
indication of the interest ex�lains us, what move this or another 
need and how it does this? Need re�resents the relation to the thing, 
service, condition, whilst interest can be defined as the relation of 
the subject to itself or others. 

Interest is com�ound �henomenon that has its own 
ste�s of movement. Generally five �hases of movement are 
distinguished: generation, becoming, demonstration, realization, 
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and institutionalization. �hese �hases �rovide 
instrumentalisation of the term «interest», i.e. 
make it available for use in a��lied disci�lines, for 
exam�le in management, theory and management 
�ractice. 

Cor�orative sector of economy se�arates the 
de�artments of ownershi� and management; that 
is why the key �roblem is the relationshi� between 
shareholders and managers. 

�he result of managers’ �ossibility to act against 
the interests of shareholders is the asymmetry of 
information in cor�orative relationshi�s. 

�he theories working on the information 
asymmetry set the goal to ex�lain how managers 
could use their authority for �ersonal interest.

Asymmetry of information means that one 
grou� of subjects has more com�lete information 
than another one. �he first to �ro�ose this theory 
was J.Akerlof, who su��osed that in some ty�es of 
markets the quality of s�ecific �roduct is known only 
by its salesman. A��lying to cor�orative finances, 
asymmetry of information is that managers being 
near to the manufacturing, have more information 
about the situation in the com�any, therefore they can 
distort the information �rovided to the owner. �he 
�henomenon of «inflatiration of costs» (conscious 
exaggeration of their values) is widely s�read among 
managers to a��rove high administrative ex�enses. 

�here are several theoretical conce�ts, 
considering cor�orative relationshi�s. �his question 
is the base of these conce�ts: Do the managers act 
for the interest of shareholders, and if not, whose 
interests do they act for. 

�he most famous theoretical conce�ts are:
– Conce�t of «�rofit for ca�ital and 

entre�reneurial skills» by A.Marshal;
– Conce�t of «gaining �rofits»;
– Conce�t of «�ublic choice»;
– Conce�t of «effectiveness»;
– Conce�t of «large cor�orations».
Marshal’s concept is one of the first revealing 

the �roblems of cor�orative relationshi�s. A. 
Marshal considers ex�osure of shareholders: 
«weakness of shareholders taking on themselves the 
risk of the com�any is in the absence of a��ro�riate 
knowledge about s�ecific activity of that com�any. 
�he leader of large �rivate com�any takes the 
main res�onsibility for the business management, 
consigning res�onsibility for main �arts to others, 
but its status is guaranteed by having the o��ortunity 
directly judge about how devotedly and discreetly 
do the subordinates serve his interests [4].

Most of shareholders are hel�less even though 
some of large shareholders can often figure out what 

is going on, and set effective and common control 
above com�any management.

Relationshi�s between shareholders and 
managers in activity �lays an im�ortant role, let’s 
call them cor�orative relationshi�s. From that 
condition does de�end the existence of the com�any, 
choice of direction of its develo�ment. �hat is why 
cor�orative relationshi�s are one of the key factors 
of successful management of the com�any.

�here are one more im�ortant tendency – the 
observed leave of the owners from o�erational 
management of the com�any. In that conditions 
the need of market subjects in the evaluation of 
condition of cor�orative relationshi�s and achieved 
interest balance is increased. �here are different 
a��roaches to define basic interests of shareholders 
and managers and their evaluation. �he main 
�roblem is setting balance of cor�orative relations 
the wide s�ectrum of financial and other various 
interests of the com�any owners and hired managers. 
As a consequence, there is uncertainty a��eared, 
which finally refers to the balance of �artici�ants 
of cor�orative relationshi�s. For solving mentioned 
�roblem we �ro�ose dynamic �erformance of 
balance of cor�orative interests based on formation 
of sam�le dynamic of key indexes, at some degree 
meeting the interests of shareholders and managers. 

Management of the market cost of the com�any 
is aimed to its increase not maximization. Increasing 
the market cost is the result of internal cost seen by 
the majority of investors. 

�he more number of �otential owners realize its 
ability to create values for their owners, the higher 
the cost of business and shares. Evaluating this 
ability, market subjects do this by themselves or ask 
for hel� from analytics grou�. Inde�endent from who 
evaluates, it is based on the analysis of the activity 
indexes. �here are sometimes situations when 
investor makes intuitive decisions, but these are 
normally exce�tions. �herefore cost management of 
business is �erformed through management of key 
activity indexes. 

�he �roblem is that investors could see different 
key indexes. So, for some the value is in the increase 
of the volume of realization, which, in their o�inion, 
characterizes the com�etitibility of �roducts and 
o��ortunity to generate significant money flows. 
For others, the size is im�ortant, describes as the 
cumulative actives index. �hey su��ose that the more 
�ro�erty the com�any has, the more ex�ensive it is. 
�hird grou� �ut attention on the size of �rofit, which 
is in their o�inion the index of effectiveness of the 
activity and source of their current rofits as dividends, 
etc. �herefore in order to manage the com�any cost it 
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is needless to agree various requirements of owners, 
find balance of interests, which is the criteria for high 
mark for internal and, consequently, market costs. For 
mutual agreement of different interests, ex�ressed by 
various indexes, we would use the construction of 
so-called sam�le dynamic of indexed, ot method of 
dynamic normative [5].

In the work of one of the authors of the article 
the evidence of the following ordering tem�s of key 
indexes is introduced [6]: 
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где
)(aPace  – rate of height of index a;

N – amount of workers;
SÀ  – Sum of cumulative actives;
PR – Profit from realization the �roducts;
P – Profit before taxation;
FP –  Profit after �aying �ercent and taxes;
D – Sum of �aid dividends.
�he degree of a��roaching actual dynamic to the 

reference one could be measured in different ways. 
As an exam�le we can use estimations of normal-
ized distance between matrixes corres�onding to the 
reference and the actual order of �ace. �o facilitate 
the estimation the �roject «New technologies of fi-
nancial analysis» a s�ecial com�uter �rogram had 
been develo�ed, where anyone could make neces-
sary calculations. 

Table 1 – Rate of height of basic financial indexes of com�any after 2014

№ 

Сom�any name amount of 
workers 
(A),man

Sum of 
cumulative 
actives 
(SA), mil.t

Profit from 
realization 
the �roducts 
(PRP), mil.t

Profit 
before 
taxation 
(PB�), 
mil.t

Profit 
after �aying 
�ercent 
and taxes 
(PPP�), mil.t

Sum 
of �aid 
dividends 
(D)

accordance 
to the actual 
dynamics 
(%)

1 «SA� & 
Com�any» AҚ 1 0,145 2,09 21,213 22,348 21,364 77,78

2 «Имстaль кон» AҚ 1 1,106 1,535 1,743 -1000 0 59,26

3 «Aтaме кен-Aгро» 
AҚ 1,208 0,973 1,388 1000 1000 0 51,85

4 «Innova 
Investment» ЖШС 1 1,001 0,946 0,647 -8,313 0 41,98

5 «Golden Com�ass 
Ca�ital» AҚ 1 473,099 0 0 0 0 60,49

Оn the average on a com�any 77,72

�he table doesn’t have any manufacture with 
100% balance interest of cor�orate relations, �he best 
situation is in the JSC «Samruk Kazyna» and «Halyk 
Bank». �he degree of a��roaching the maximum 
�ossible balance is equal to 81.25% and 87.5 %. �he 
high level of balance of cor�orate interests, managers’ 
activity is a signal for �otential investors about the 
as�iration to follow their financial interests inde�endent 
from the contribution to the com�any activities. 

At the same time, viewing the table, we could 
note that among the enter�rises there are some, which 
level is above average, balance level of cor�orate 
interest is achieved, which allows the com�any to 
function without significant conflicts, there are 
�reconditions for successful strategic develo�ment 

of cor�orate relations on a low level. JSC «Rakhat» 
has balance index of 56,25 %, JSC «Alfa Bank» – 
51 %, JSC «KazMunayGas» – 50 %. 

�o refer the cor�oration for this or that class the 
balance of cor�orative interests �rovided in �able 
2 would be taken as a criterion. We su��ose the 
following scale of classification.

Such gradation comes out from the logic of built 
measurer and is the natural continuation of the criterion, 
although can admit s�ecific rectifications sourcing from 
the �references of concrete investor. Anyway, generally 
this scale will be used as it is a��ro�riately differentiated, 
characterizes wide s�ectrum of results of cor�orative 
relationshi�s, has equal intervals, easily inter�reted, and 
�rovides data in com�act and obvious way. 
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Table 2 – Scale of classification

from 0 to 20% - balance level of interests is absent, managers don’t tend to follow cor�orative interests;

from 20% to 30% - low balance level of cor�orative interests, however there are some restrictions in the activity of manag-
ers, constraining them to show good results for some indexes;

from 30% to 40% - balance level of cor�orative interests is lower than average; in order to maintain high social status man-
agers achieve high results for some indexes res�onding their s�ecific interests;

from 40% to 50% - average balance level of cor�orative interests; there is a �artial control from the side of owners, which 
�romotes following interests of not only managers but also some other key owners;

from 50% to 60%
- balance of cor�orative interests is above average; balance level of cor�orative interests allowing com-
�any to function without significant conflicts is achieved, there are �reconditions for successful strategic 
develo�ment of cor�orative relationshi�s;

from 60% to 70% - high balance level of cor�orative interests, managers activity is the �otential signal for investors about 
as�iration to follow their financial interests inde�endent from sum of contribution to the com�any activity;

from 70% – to 80% - very high balance level of cor�orative interests, managers’ interests coincide with that of the majority of 
�artici�ants of cor�orative relations, however in some directions of actions the interests of managers �revail;

from 80% to 90%
- very high balance level of cor�orative interests, moral and material satisfaction directly de�ends on 
the achievement of balance of cor�orative interests, �owerful shareholders not only organized effective 
inside-cor�orative control, but also could hire management res�onding to their interests;

from 90 % to 100%

- Highest balance level of cor�orative interests, all �artici�ants of cor�orative relationshi�s are satisfied 
with achieved results, managers are high-level �rofessionals that are able to connect their interests with 
the interests of other subjects; nothing threats to the develo�ment of the com�any in the nearest future 
due to the high ability to follow the ex�ectations of interests. 

Let’s describe a number of management 
�roblems, the solution of which requires a��lication 
of alternative a��roaches (dynamic norm) [6].

1. Problem of agreement in interests of owners 
and managers of the com�any. �odays realities of 
business are such that the ca�ital belongs to ones, and 
managed by others. Ca�ital owners (shareholders) 
hire managers to manage the ca�ital. �heir activity 
should be directed to the increase of wealth of 
shareholders (dividends, increase of market cost 
of business). Anyway, in �ractice managers’ 
efforts are not always directed to satisfaction of 
shareholders’ needs. Interests might not coincide 
even when both shareholders and managers want 
the same thing. �hat is why there is a need in the 
instrument that would firstly satisfy the balance of 
interests, secondly, would allow owners to control 
and evaluate the managers’ actions. �his instrument 
should res�ond not only to the interests of owners, 
but also �rovide enough inde�endence for managers 
and create conditions for their initiative. In �ractice 
of cor�orate management the �roblem of interests 
agreement is solved with the hel� of o�tions for 
buying shares of the com�anies governed by 
managers. �he higher the market cost of shares by 
the time of executing the o�tion, the higher �rofit 
will be gained by managers from realization of 
rights of �urchasing. 

2. Problem of agreement in interests of all 
concerned �eo�le. It is analogic to the �roblem of 
agreement in interests of shareholders and managers. 
Not only the interests of shareholders and managers 
should be considered, but also the interests of other 
concerned �eo�le – state, com�any service, creditors, 
consumers, su��liers, etc. It is understandable 
that it is extremely difficult to agree and evaluate 
balance of such variety of non-coinciding interests; 
moreover, it is almost im�ossible in frames of 
traditional a��roaches. 

3. �he �roblem of measuring and evaluating 
the results of com�any activities. Financial re�ort 
should reflect the true situation at the com�any. 
However, this doesn’t ha��en all the time. Due to 
different reasons, using legal and illegal methods, 
financiers distort data of financial re�orts, often 
embellishing the results. 

Finally we could make the following 
conclusions: solving the �roblem of agreement in 
interests in cor�orate relations based on o�tions 
actually only increases the division of interests, 
caused by these o�tions. It is necessary to have 
a new instrument of coordination of cor�orate 
relations with consideration of the wide s�ectrum 
of various interests. Some s�ecialists note that the 
agreement in interests should be achieved not only 
between shareholders and managers, but also of 
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other concerned �eo�le such as clients, state organs, 
su��liers, etc. But due to shareholders’ contribution 
to the com�any activity for which it is obliged 
for existence and develo�ment, the relationshi�s 

between owners and managers are the main �riority 
and benchmark in the system of relationshi�s of 
concerned sides, that’s why requires first-order 
consideration. 
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